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Public Examinations in Hong Kong
1990

the city of qufu in north china s shandong province is famous as the hometown
of kong qiu 551 479 bce known as confucius in english and as kongzi or kong
fuzi in chinese in the kongs of qufu christopher agnew chronicles the history
of the sage s direct descendants from the inception of the hereditary title
duke for fulfilling the sage in 1055 ce through its dissolution in 1935 after
the fall of china s dynastic system in 1911 drawing on archival materials
agnew reveals how a kinship group used genealogical privilege to shape
chinese social and economic history the kongs power under a hereditary
dukedom enabled them to oversee agricultural labor dominate rural markets and
profit from commercial enterprises the kongs of qufu demonstrates that the
ducal institution and confucian ritual were both a means to reproduce
existing social hierarchies and a potential site of conflict and subversion

Science and Technology Sample Paper
2003

this book discusses hong kong s use of onscreen marking osm in public
examinations given that hong kong leads the way in osm innovation this book
has arisen from a recognised need to provide a comprehensive coherent account
of the findings of various separate but linked validation studies of onscreen
public examinations in hong kong the authors discuss their experience of the
validation process demonstrating how high stakes innovation should be fully
validated by a series of research studies in order to satisfy key
stakeholders

Information Sheet on Examinations
1972

the world s religions offers a fascinating insight into a wide range of
faiths their history and their followers in the richly illustrated new
edition of this popular book religions are described through their symbols
rituals followers architecture and art references statistics maps and
pictures have been updated and added the text has been thoroughly revised to
highlight recent developments such as the spread of islam african american
and hispanic american religious experience and women priests

Hong Kong Examinations Authority Ordinance
1987

a practical guide to identifying analyzing and tackling operational risk in
banks and financial institutions created for banking and finance
professionals with a desire to expand their management skill set this book
focuses on operational risk and operational risk events as distinct from
other types of functional risks it was written by the experts at the world



renowned hong kong institute of bankers an organization dedicated to
providing the international banking community with education and training
schools you in techniques for analyzing the operational risk exposure of
banking institutions and assessing how operational risk impacts on other
types of risk provides expert guidance on how to design plan and implement
systems for operational risk management and quality control describes a
comprehensive approach to operational risk management that includes data
collection modeling and an overall risk management structure shows you how to
develop operational risk management solutions to help your company minimize
losses without negatively impacting its ability to generate gains offers
expert guidance on various regulatory frameworks and how the latest basel ii
and basel iii requirements impact a bank s operational risk management
strategy and framework

University of Hong Kong
1959

this groundbreaking study highlights the importance of images within
confucianism and to a shrine tomb for confucius s buried robe and cap

H.K. School Certificate Examination Papers
1964

sophisticated banking is vital for modern society to function and prosper
banks lend to individuals and corporations but do so after carefully
exploring the risks they undertake to each customer this book examines the
important role of lending in banking operations and how banks can implement
safe and effective loan initiatives banks rely on lending to generate profits
but it can be a risky venture it is important for banking professionals to
understand how to mitigate those risks bank lending from the hong kong
institute of bankers discusses a variety of topics that impact a bank s loan
strategy this is an essential read for candidates studying for the hkib
associateship examination and those who want to acquire expert knowledge of
hong kong s bank lending system topics covered in this book include assessing
and reducing lending risk understanding the customer through financial
statements using ratios to determine risk setting up an internal structure to
reduce risk pricing and managing loans dah sing bank is delighted to sponsor
this resourceful book the dah sing group is a leading financial services
group in hong kong active in providing banking insurance financial and other
related services in hong kong macau and the people s republic of china the
dah sing group has gained a reputation as one of the most progressive and
innovative financial services groups keys to its success are the strength of
the dah sing management team and the group s commitment to serving its
customers

Secondary School Entrance Examination
1962



an in depth look at how banks and financial institutions manage assets and
liabilities created for banking and finance professionals with a desire to
expand their management skillset this book focuses on how banks manage assets
and liabilities set up governance structures to minimize risks and approach
such critical areas as regulatory disclosures interest rates and risk hedging
it was written by the experts at the world renowned hong kong institute of
bankers an organization dedicated to providing the international banking
community with education and training explains bank regulations and the
relationship with monetary authorities statements and disclosures considers
the governance structure of banks and how it can be used to manage assets and
liabilities offers strategies for managing assets and liabilities in such
areas as loan and investment portfolios deposits and funds explores capital
and liquidity including current standards under basel ii and basel iii
funding needs and stress testing presents guidance on managing interest rate
risk hedging and securitization

Annual Report of the Executive Committee and
Reports from the Examiners
1970

an in depth look at how banks and financial institutions manage assets and
liabilities created for banking and finance professionals with a desire to
expand their management skillset this book focuses on how banks manage assets
and liabilities set up governance structures to minimize risks and approach
such critical areas as regulatory disclosures interest rates and risk hedging
it was written by the experts at the world renowned hong kong institute of
bankers an organization dedicated to providing the international banking
community with education and training explains bank regulations and the
relationship with monetary authorities statements and disclosures considers
the governance structure of banks and how it can be used to manage assets and
liabilities offers strategies for managing assets and liabilities in such
areas as loan and investment portfolios deposits and funds explores capital
and liquidity including current standards under basel ii and basel iii
funding needs and stress testing presents guidance on managing interest rate
risk hedging and securitization

The Kongs of Qufu
2019-09-23

high stakes public examinations exert a dominant influence in most education
systems they affect both teacher and student behavior especially at the
middle and upper levels of secondary education the content of past
examinations tends to dictate what is taught and how it is taught and more
important what is learned and how it is learned by changing aspects of these
examinations especially their content and format education systems can have a
strong positive impact on teacher behavior and student learning help raise
student achievement levels and better prepare students for tertiary level
education and for employment examination agencies many of which have followed



the same procedures over decades can learn from the successes and failures of
other systems this book addresses current issues related to the development
administration scoring and usage of these high stakes public examinations
identifying key issues and problems related to examinations in many emerging
market economies as well as in advanced economies the book s primary audience
consists of public examination officials on national regional and state
examination boards but the book should also be of interest to senior
education policy makers concerned with certification and learning achievement
standards to academics and researchers interested in educational assessment
to governmental and education agencies responsible for student selection and
to professionals at development organizations this extremely well written and
comprehensive book offers a timely review of the diversity of public
examination practices worldwide of the tensions between examinations and
learning and of the technical expertise involved in the creation of valid
reliable and fair assessments it reminds us that as the diploma disease takes
hold with an ever greater intensity at every stage of education worldwide and
the commercial business of testing flourishes those concerned with
educational quality and meaningful learning must be on guard to prevent the
assessment tail wagging the educational dog angela w little professor emerita
institute of education university college london this book is very well
structured and written and draws on the authors remarkable global knowledge
across countries and histories it will be a great asset both to
administrators responsible for examinations and to academics and other
professionals who seek to understand the nature and impact of examinations of
different types and in different settings mark bray unesco chair professor of
comparative education university of hong kong and former director unesco
international institute for educational planning i am sure that public
examinations examined which thoroughly analyzes the practice of public
examinations in different countries and makes profound and well grounded
conclusions will arouse very great interest and will serve to further improve
public examinations victor bolotov distinguished professor higher school of
economics national research university moscow member russian academy of
education and former deputy minister of education russian federation

The Educational System of Hong Kong
1998

there has been growing interest in recent years in the influence of tests on
teaching and learning a phenomenon commonly referred to as washback despite
persistent assertions about its nature and scope empirical studies
investigating test washback are still limited in number and few of these make
use of both qualitative and quantitative methods in washback research this
volume presents a study of how the introduction of the 1996 hong kong
certificate of education in english a high stakes public examination impacted
on classroom teaching and learning in hong kong secondary schools the
washback effect was observed initially at the larger macro level among
different stakeholder groups within the hong kong educational context and
also at the more local micro level in terms of teachers attitudes teaching
content and classroom interactions this study provides a theoretical
background to the washback concept discusses the need for empirical



investigation of washback describes the use of a mixed methodology approach
in washback research offers insights into the role of tests as agents of
innovation and change in the classroom and broader educational context this
volume will be of particular relevance to language test developers and
researchers interested in the consequential validity of tests it will also be
of interest to teachers curriculum designers policymakers and others in
education concerned with the interface between language testing and teaching
practices programs book jacket

Validating Technological Innovation
2016-04-02

are teachers ready for inclusion what is appropriate teacher education
traditional approaches to inclusive education focused on learners with
disabilities modern approaches however conceptualise inclusion in terms of
providing educational equity and equality of access for all students within
the same regular school system future directions for inclusive teacher
education provides a wealth of ideas about how to support teachers to become
inclusive through the application of positive training approaches written by
some of the most influential internationally acknowledged experts in teacher
education for inclusion and highly experienced researchers together the
authors provide a plethora of ideas for teacher educators to ensure that
their training is pertinent accessible and futures orientated this up to date
and accessible book combines three key areas related to teacher education for
inclusion which provide a review of what is happening across the globe by
offering examples from different regions preparation for teachers to support
learners with a range of diverse needs including disability poverty ethnicity
gender cultural diversity learning disabilities autism spectrum disorder
sensory impairments and those who are considered gifted and talented a
consideration of systemic approaches policy and partnerships and how these
can be better employed in the future this highly topical text will support
all teaching professionals educational systems and schools in their
transformation of inclusive teacher education

The World's Religions
1998-06-28

consistent with international trends there is an active pursuit of more
engaging science education in the asia pacific region the aim of this book is
to bring together some examples of research being undertaken at a range of
levels from studies of curriculum and assessment tools to classroom case
studies and investigations into models of teacher professional learning and
development while neither a comprehensive nor definitive representation of
the work that is being carried out in the region the contributions from china
hong kong taiwan korea japan singapore australia and new zealand give a taste
of some of the issues being explored and the hopes that researchers have of
positively influencing the types of science education experienced by school
students the purpose of this book is therefore to share contextual
information related to science education in the asia pacific region as well



as offering insights for conducting studies in this region and outlining
possible questions for further investigation in addition we anticipate that
the specific resources and strategies introduced in this book will provide a
useful reference for curriculum developers and science educators when they
design school science curricula and science both pre service and in service
teacher education programmes the first section of the book examines features
of science learners and learning and includes studies investigating the
processes associated with science conceptual learning scientific inquiry
model construction and students attitudes towards science the second section
focuses on teachers and teaching it discusses some more innovative teaching
approaches adopted in the region including the use of group work inquiry
based instruction developing scientific literacy and the use of questions and
analogies the third section reports on initiatives related to assessments and
curriculum reform including initiatives associated with school based
assessment formative assessment strategies and teacher support accompanying
curriculum reform the open access version of this book available at
taylorfrancis com books e 9781315717678 has been made available under a
creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives 4 0 license

Language Proficiency Assessment for Teachers
2003

during china s late imperial period roughly 1400 1900 ce men gathered by the
millions every two or three years outside official examination compounds
sprinkled across china only one percent of candidates would complete the
academic regimen that would earn them a post in the administrative
bureaucracy civil examinations assesses the role of education examination and
china s civil service in fostering the world s first professional class based
on demonstrated knowledge and skill civil examinations were instituted in
china in the seventh century ce but in the ming and qing eras they were at
the center of a complex social web that held together the intellectual
political and economic life of imperial china local elites and the court
sought to influence how the government regulated the classical curriculum and
selected civil officials as a guarantor of educational merit examinations
tied the dynasty to the privileged gentry and literati classes both
ideologically and institutionally china eliminated its classical examination
system in 1905 but this carefully balanced constantly contested piece of
social engineering worked out over centuries was an early harbinger of the
meritocratic regime of college boards and other entrance exams that
undergirds higher education in much of the world today

Operational Risk Management
2013-05-13

as teachers we often tend to expect other countries to teach chemistry in
much the same way as we do but educational systems differ widely at bielefeld
university we started a project to analyse the approach to chemical education
in different countries from all over the world teaching chemistry around the
world 25 countries have participated in the project the resulting country



studies are presented in this book this book may be seen as a contribution to
make the structure of chemistry teaching in numerous countries more
transparent and to facilitate communication between these countries
especially in the case of the school subject chemistry which is very
unpopular on the one hand and occupies an exceptional position on the other
hand due to its relevance to jobs and everyday life and most notably due to
its importance for innovation capacity and problem solving we have to learn
from each others educational systems

The Aura of Confucius
2021-11-25

since 1997 when hong kong became a special administrative region of the
people s republic of china a string of education reforms have been introduced
to improve the quality of education and maintain hong kong s economic
competitiveness in the age of globalization this book provides a
comprehensive and critical analysis of major issues and challenges faced by
the education system ranging from pre school to higher education it analyses
the prospects for educational development in hong kong it further addresses
how the hong kong government has responded to the perceived challenges of the
external environment and internal forces and explains the rationales for the
actions taken not only does it review how the reform initiative challenges
have been dealt with it also reviews how effective these initiatives are and
its implications on future directions

Bank Lending
2012-03-13

this book investigates and analyses critical issues in education reform and
discusses possible pitfalls in the current global drive to promote excellence
instead of documenting the successes and frustrations encountered by
education reformers in specific jurisdictions this book aims to offer
directions for education reformers and sets out to be prescriptive rather
than descriptive while the cases covered here are focused on hong kong they
are no less useful in throwing light upon the direction of education reform
all over the world the first section of the volume conceptual framework
provides the theoretical underpinnings for the design and implementation of
education reform the next two sections reform of tertiary education and
experiments dilemmas and risks in secondary schools look at reform at the
tertiary and secondary levels in greater detail the final section ideals vs
reality the interplay of diverse interests and diverse perceptions looks at
the conflicting goals and perceptions of different stakeholders with a
concluding chapter that summarizes the main lessons to be learnt this book
will be of interest to scholars educators parents policymakers politicians
and all who are concerned about our younger generation and their future the
editors lok sang ho paul morris and yue ping chung are to be congratulated on
producing a volume which is both hard hitting and insightful about education
reforms in hong kong the range of experiences of the contributing authors
contribute to a most interesting mix of perspectives about education reform



the focus is squarely on hong kong in terms of general policy and reform
issues followed by more specific chapters dealing with issues of graduate
teachers english as a medium of instruction and the role of the media however
the issues raised are very applicable to many countries this book is a
valuable contribution to the literature on education reform professor colin j
marsh curtin university perth western australia

Bank Asset and Liability Management
2018-01-18

a country s education system plays a pivotal role in promoting economic
growth and shared prosperity sri lanka has enjoyed high school attainment and
enrollment rates for several decades however it still faces major challenges
in the education sector and these challenges undermine the country s
inclusivegrowth goal and its ambition to become a competitive upper middle
income country the authors of sri lanka education sector assessment
achievements challenges and policy options offer a thorough review of sri
lanka s education sector from early childhood education through higher
education with this book they attempt to answer three questions how is sri
lanka s education system performing especially with respect to participation
rates learning outcomes and labor market outcomes how can the country address
the challenges at each stage of the education process taking into account
both country and international experience and also best practices which
policy actions should sri lanka make a priority for the short and medium term
the authors identify the most critical constraints on performance and present
strategic priorities and policy options to address them to attain inclusive
growth and become globally competitive sri lanka needs to embark on
integrated reforms across all levels of education these reforms must address
both short term skill shortages and long term productivity as sri lanka moves
up the development ladder the priorities of primary secondary and
postsecondary education must be aligned to meet the increasingly complex
education and skill requirements

School Calendar and Handbook of Examinations and
Open Scholarships
1892

it is seventeen years since i first formulated the paradox of the chinese
learner in a conference in kathmandu nepal my original formulation of the
paradox was that westerners saw chinese students as rote learning massive
amounts of information in fierce exam dominated classrooms yet in
international comparisons students in the confucian heritage cla rooms
greatly outperformed western students learning in progressive western
classrooms this seeming paradox raised all sorts of questions to which many
others have contributed important answers especially that by ference marton
on how chinese learners construed the roles of memory and understanding in
ways that were foreign to typical western educators much of this work was
brought together in the chinese learner 1996 edited by david watkins and



myself that work raised more questions still especially about educational
contexts beliefs and practices which were investigated in contributions to
teaching the chinese learner 2001 and now we have revisiting the chinese
learner which is a very timely collection of excellent contributions that
take into account the many changes that have taken place since 2001 changes
such as 1 the globalisation of education especially through educational
technology and enormous socio economic changes especially in china itself 2
changes in educational policy aims curriculum and organi tion and
decentralisation of educational decision making in many confucian heritage
cultures 3

Bank Asset and Liability Management
2018-02-21

the culmination of more than a decade of research this compelling volume
offers a fresh approach for applying functional linguistics to assess student
performance to inform the teaching and learning of chinese and to design
curriculum and teaching materials documenting authentic systemic functional
linguistics sfl studies in researching and teaching chinese as a first or
second language this research is set in the multilingual settings of hong
kong and australia the experiences of sfl and genre teaching in english have
been well demonstrated as valid viable and practical in different contexts
however this volume covers the relatively new domain of research into the
applications of sfl to the teaching of chinese using sfl as the research
framework the authors cover three major areas in chinese language education
effective pedagogies curriculum and material design and text analysis
covering major local curriculum reforms and the rapid growth of international
baccalaureate programmes worldwide this book will be of interest to linguists
language teachers and teacher educators and those involved in the teaching
and learning of chinese around the world

Public Examinations Examined
2019-11-19

new york times bestseller and oprah s book club pick chosen by barack obama
as a favourite read top ten books of the year new york times washington post
brilliantly imagined larger than life a tragicomedic epic of intertwined
lives joyce carol oates deeply felt beautifully written and profoundly humane
junot diaz new york times book review the year is 1969 in a housing project
in south brooklyn a shambling old church deacon called sportcoat shoots for
no apparent reason the local drug dealer who used to be part of the church s
baseball team the repercussions of that moment draw in the whole community
from sportcoat s best friend hot sausage to the local italian mobsters the
police corrupt and otherwise and the stalwart ladies of the five ends baptist
church deacon king kong is a book about a community under threat about the
ways people pull together in an age when the old rules are being rewritten it
is very funny in places and heartbreaking in others from a prize winning
storyteller this new york times bestseller shows us that not all secrets are
meant to be hidden and that the communities we build are fragile but vital



from the winner of a national book award and author of the bestselling memoir
the color of water and the good lord bird a tv series starring ethan hawke a
hilarious pitch perfect comedy set in the brooklyn projects of the late 1960s
this alone may qualify it as one of the year s best novels the washington
post what goodreads readers are saying deacon king kong is one of those
novels whose brilliance sneaks up on you i haven t been this pleasantly
surprised by a book in a while i do believe i just finished one of my all
time favorite books i loved every minute spent with sportcoat and his
community a good old fashioned yarn shot through with truth spirit and humor
i loved it this book was a balm for my soul a portrait of a black church
community circa 1969 with sweet characters well most of them interconnections
that stretch back decades and a plot with more than one mystery at its heart
deacon has the texture of folk lore and fable mixed with the unexpected
rhythms of jazz and the noisy streets of late 1960s brooklyn the ending was
one of those where you clutch your heart and want to hug the book or your
kindle

Continual Renewal from Strength to Strength
2015

an invaluable dip in aid for hard pressed lecturers and teachers in further
and higher education it should be read enjoyed and seriously considered by
all those concerned about the quality and appropriateness of their assessment
methods
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offers an accessible overview of hong kong s legal system and guides first
year law students in legal research and methods

Future Directions for Inclusive Teacher Education
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Studies in Science Education in the Asia-Pacific
Region
2017-09-13

Civil Examinations and Meritocracy in Late Imperial
China
2013-11-01
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